When purchased components for an assembly manufacturing operation are replenished Just-In- 
INTRODUCTION
The essence of Just-In-Time, JIT, is "leanness" -operating a business with a minimum of resources (including capital) in order to increase return on investment, throughput time and flexibility (Womack et al. 1990) . A particular focus of the JIT movement is inventory reduction through JIT replenishment of purchased components. JIT replenishment means ordering purchased components and raw materials lot-for-lot with finished goods assembly requirements, resulting in zero inventory investment for these components. By contrast traditional management science approaches to component replenishment (for example the Economic Order Quantity model, EOQ, (Harris 1913; Wilson 1934) ) have emphasised ordering materials in large batches in order to maximise the economic trade-off between recurring order costs and costs of carrying inventory.
In two previous papers (Betts and Johnston 2001, 2004) we have shown that it is the constraint on capital associated with lean operation that causes JIT replenishment policies to become optimal as inventory investment levels are reduced in search of higher returns on funds invested. For any assembly manufacturing operations there is a maximum sensible level of inventory capitalisation above which further capital input results in returns less that the current interest rate. At this level of capitalisation, for maximum profit materials are optimally ordered in batch mode using the batch sizes recommended by the EOQ model. However, such a policy produces very conservative results for return on investment, ROI, and large inventory levels that limit flexibility. A business operator/investor can consider operating with progressively less capital and slightly reduced economies of scale in order to increase ROI. As the level of total inventory investment is reduced it will become profit-optimal to replenish some materials JIT, with JIT replenishment becoming optimal for progressively more components with further capital reduction. The reason is that with sufficient capital constraint, the extra cost of replenishing a component JIT is justified by the increased (and therefore more cost effective) batch sizes possible for the remaining components made possible by removing the JIT component from inventory. It turns out (Betts and Johnston 2001) that there are three classes of components (defined by the values of their unit cost, replenishments costs and demand) in any assembly operation: those that should be replenished JIT at any level of total investment, those that should be replenished JIT below a certain level of total investment, and those for which JIT replenishment is only cost effective for such constrained investment levels that the company becomes unprofitable.
It is therefore of great importance to inventory managers pursuing high returns on inventory capital to be able to determine which components are optimally replenished JIT at any given level of investment. In the previous publications we have given detailed solutions for this decision problem both for the case where product demand is known and constant (the deterministic case) and where demand is variable about some average (the stochastic case). They involve the exhaustive testing of combinations of inventory policies at all inventory investment levels, and in the stochastic case, two nested iterations at each test point. Thus, these methods are too complex to be solved using simple spreadsheet calculations and are beyond the capability of a typical inventory manager to use as practical decision tools.
In this paper we present two decision tools that can be used by inventory managers to identify purchased components in an assembly manufacturing operation suitable for JIT replenishment. The first is a simple coefficient, calculated from component cost and demand parameters, that can be used to rank components in order of priority for JIT replenishment from high priority (optimal at the highest inventory investment levels) to low priority (optimal only at very low inventory levels). With certain justifiable approximations the ranking coefficient has such a simple form that a JIT ranking of inventory components could be included in the usual suite of inventory analysis reports (Tersine 1988 ) such as Pareto classification, forward cover and inventory turns. The second is a procedure that can be used by inventory managers to work from the ranking procedure to an approximate model for profit and ROI, for a given level of inventory capitalisation, when the highest priority JIT decisions are implemented cumulatively. This procedure is exact in the deterministic case and a good approximation in the stochastic case. We illustrate these decision procedures using data from a case study for which exact results have been previously obtained.
THE MODEL
First we consider a model for the annual profit returned by the assembly-to-order of n finished products from m purchased components using a single-level bill-of-material when the total amount of capital invested in inventory is set at K and each component j is replenished in large batches of size j Q whenever its inventory falls to the reorder point j r . The model is an adaptation of the well known ( ) r Q, inventory model for sale of purchased items . The generality of the results obtained using this model will be discussed later but for the moment it is noted that the model precisely describes the manufacturing process in the case company. The profit is
with the constraint that
and where The terms in Equation 1 represent respectively: the total annual sales revenue; the total annual cost of components; the total annual cost of replenishment of components; the total annual cost associated with holding inventory; and the annual fixed costs of operating other than inventory costs.
As a basis for a decision model that is useful to inventory practitioners, Equation 1 presents some difficulties. The problem is that each of the reorder points j r is an implicit function of all the other j Q and vice versa. This means that the equations must be solved by a complicated iterative scheme. A formal solution to Equation 1 is obtained using the familiar method of Lagrange multipliers (Hadley and Whitin 1963; Tersine 1988 ) which yields a set of implicit relations between j Q , j r , K and the multiplier λ . These are then solved using a double iteration scheme. The full method is given in (Betts 2002) . Although conceptually straightforward, the method is beyond the usual competence of an inventory manager using standard spreadsheet techniques. We therefore seek a good approximation to this model as a basis for JIT decision tools, which are easily implemented and understood by inventory practitioners.
The first simplification is to eliminate the cost terms associated with lost sales due to component stock-outs. Although this may seem an extreme neglect, experience with realistic models shows that the optimal required in-stock probability for finished goods (ensured by holding component safety stock) is always within a few percent of 100%. This is because in realistic manufacturing of high value goods with many components, sacrificing customer sales in order to reduce inventory operating cost is seldom an optimal strategy.
A second simplification is obtained by noting that j r enters the model only through
which is the safetystock allowance j s for component j . It is well known that safety stock is seldom set by optimisation methods as, among other complications, this requires knowledge of the true statistical distribution of item demandthrough-lead-time. In practice safety stock settings are generally determined by trial and error. Thus, we lose little in the analysis by using a model where safety stock settings are assumed to be given constants, equal to those used in the firm's current inventory practice. The resulting analysis of the JIT decision will still factor in the benefits of JIT replenishment through the elimination of safety stock, but now it will be based on the actual current settings rather than unknown optimal ones.
With these simplifications the batch replenishment model is now
. Note that since safety stock settings for each component are constant there are no longer any implicit functional dependencies. The model is now soluble analytically.
The case where the company replenishes component 1 in a Just-In-Time manner is now considered. This requires that Component 1 is ordered lot-for-lot with the demand for finished products and that delivery occurs within the customer lead time (the time a customer is prepared to wait from the placement of an order to the receipt of finished goods (Hopp and Spearman 1996) ). The profit under JIT replenishment, JIT P , is now
, which models the elimination of component 1 from both cycle and safety stock with perhaps a higher fixed replenishment cost, ' 1 R .
RANKING COMPONENTS AS CANDIDATES FOR JIT REPLENISHMENT
We now wish to determine the conditions under which JIT replenishment of Component 1 yields a greater profit (Equation 3) than when it is replenished to stock (Equation 2). Assume that at a certain investment, 1 K , adopting or not adopting JIT for Component 1 is equally profitable, that is JIT P P = . We call 1 K the "single component indifference level" for the JIT decision for the single component 1 (other components being replenished in batch), since below this capital level JIT replenishment is always optimal. Calculating j K for each component j and then sorting the values will define a descending sequence of investment levels at which JIT becomes favourable for each component as the available capital becomes scarcer. Thus, the relative magnitudes of each j K provide a ranking of the priority for JIT replenishment of components.
Equating the profit under the two replenishment conditions gives Q be determined by requiring that P and JIT P are optimised in Equations 2 and 3 under their respective constraints. This is a standard constrained optimisation problem which yields:
for the batch replenishment case, and 
Equation 7 now relates 1 K to the fixed inventory parameters for all components. We now consider how Equation 7 simplifies for the deterministic demand case and then the stochastic demand case.
Ranking Model when Demand is Deterministic
The deterministic demand case is obtained from Equations 2 and 3 by setting all safety stocks to zero, giving
Consequently the indifference investment is
Factorising the difference of squares gives 
is independent of j, a simple rank order of the j K for each component j can be calculated using . rank
The second form of Equation 12 shows the that components with high cost, high batch replenishment cost, small JIT replenishment cost and low demand are most favoured for JIT replenishment. This observation is in accord with a more detailed analysis (Betts and Johnston 2001) . The first form of Equation 12 helps illustrate the basic trade-off involved in JIT replenishment, as the numerator is proportional to the relative investment of inventory capital in the component j under the batch policy, whereas the denominator is the annual cost under the JIT policy of small-quantity JIT replenishments of component j. JIT replenishments are favoured when the inventory investment in a component can be used to increase the economy of scale in reordering the remainder of the components, but only if the resulting small-quantity replenishment costs are not too high. 
Ranking Model when Demand is Stochastic
which is a binomial in κ having positive solution . However, it is now not an exact expression due to the earlier simplification of the inventory model. Again we can obtain a simpler ranking procedure by making an approximation of similar magnitude to that used in the deterministic case.
In the term
the first portion is much smaller than the second.
Dropping this term throughout gives, after some simplification
Since the last term is independent of j we again obtain a ranking coefficient
Comparing Equation 17 to Equation 12 shows that demand uncertainty introduces an extra term as a result of the need to carry safety stock when components are replenished in batches. This is consistent with a more complete analysis which shows that in the stochastic demand case, extra gains are obtained from JIT replenishment of component j through the elimination of investment in safety stock as well as cycle stock. The effect of this extra consideration is greatest when the safety stock holding for component j necessitated by a batch replenishment policy is high, and when the cost of small-quantity JIT replenishment is small compared to the costs of batch replenishment.
CASE STUDY
A case study of a small Australian manufacturing company is now used to illustrate the analysis. The company makes approximately 100 air compressors each year. These machines are for light to medium industries and use a pair of helical screws as the compressing element instead of the more common piston. The company manufactures machines in a range of 7 sizes, from approximately 90 components which, for the purpose of this analysis, are considered to form a single level bill-of-material with 9 generic sub-assembly groups that preserve the unit cost, lead time and replenishment cost variety present in individual components. The degree of commonality varies between components, for example, radiators come in four sizes, whereas the chassis is common to all models. Figure 1 shows the structure of the compressors as well as a general description of the cost and lead time of components. Safety stock settings given are those for the unconstrained case calculated using the complete ( ) r Q, model under the assumption that demand-through-lead-time for all components is a Poisson distributed random variable . The Motors and Wiring are supplied by local vendors and are always replenished JIT. The specifications of these components are not given. Although the arrival of customer orders are unpredictable, the company is able to make the machines one-at-a-time to order provided components are either in stock or available JIT, because the customers accept delivery within several days of ordering. For some components JIT delivery attracts a considerable replenishment cost penalty. Table 2 shows the ranking of single component indifference levels for JIT replenishment of the case study components using the exact method (Betts and Johnston 2001; Betts and Johnston 2004) and the approximate methods of this paper, for the deterministic and stochastic cases. Also shown is the value of the ranking coefficient, Table 2 : Sequence of estimates of the single component indifference level of the case study components for the deterministic and stochastic cases.
RESULTS

Ranking Components for JIT Replenishment
Nevertheless, the ranking coefficient gives a good approximation for the rank of single component indifference investment levels and hence the priority of adopting a JIT replenishment policy. The exact ranks for Piping 1, Cabinet 1 and Air Tank 1 each disagree with the ranks obtained by approximation by one rank degree each. However, these disagreements in rank corresponds to small differences in j κ . The greatest error occurs for Radiator 4 and the components ranked below, corresponding to a highly reduced investment, where safety stock comprises a very large proportion of the total investment . However, these cases correspond to the company operating below the threshold of profitability.
Estimating the Cumulative Effect of Component JIT Replenishment
Calculating the single component indifference level, j K , for the adoption of JIT replenishment of component j alone, with the remaining components replenished in batch mode, provides a ranking of the priority for adoption of JIT policies at an individual component level. A report which showed such a ranking might be viewed in the same way as an inventory ABC (Pareto) analysis that shows candidates for concern but does not specify the appropriate action. Ideally an inventory manager would want to know the cumulative effect of adopting JIT replenishment for all of those components whose j K is greater than a given contemplated investment level and in particular the annual profit and return on investment that would result from adopting JIT for this group of components and batch replenishment for the remainder.
In previous publications, we have shown how such an analysis can be performed exactly by a "brute force" comparison of all possible inventory policies at each investment level. In this way one obtains a new "cumulative indifference level" for each component, denoted w K , which is the investment level at which JIT replenishment just becomes optimal for component w given that JIT replenishment has been adopted for all 1 − w components which are also JIT optimal at or above this investment level. Since each w K now represents a transition between realistic replenishment policies with w JIT components and 1 − − w m batch components, the annual profit The inventory manager can now see which group of w components when replenished JIT together will maximise return on investment in inventory. More conservative policies which trade higher absolute profits against high ROI can also be identified. These may be wiser as the results of the analysis depend on the assumed product demands i A . Table 3 shows the results of this analysis using both the exact method of ) and the approximate method described above for the stochastic case using the case study data. (The deterministic case is not shown here as the above method reproduces the exact analysis as no approximations are involved).
Exact method Approximate method (this paper) Table 3 shows that as JIT replenishment policies are implemented cumulatively for components with the highest ranks determined in the previous section, initially return on investment in inventory for the business increases considerably despite a slight reduction in profit. The greatest effect occurs when the first three components (Screw 1, Screw 2 and Piping 2) are simultaneously replenished JIT. A company seeking to operate with low total inventory investment and high return in this investment would adopt JIT for these three components immediately. Adoption of JIT replenishment for lower ranked components then reduces both return on investment and profits, so should be avoided. In particular, JIT replenishment for the 6 lowest ranked components could never be considered unless replenishment process reforms that reduced the single-item replenishment cost considerable were also adopted.
These results show that the approximate methods given in this paper give substantially correct results, not only for the priority order of implementing component JIT policies (sections 5.1), but also for extent to which component JIT replenishments decisions should be adopted (section 5.2).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described two decision tools that can be used by inventory managers to identify purchased components in an assembly manufacturing operation that should be replenished JIT. The first is a coefficient that ranks the priority of components for JIT replenishment. The coefficient is not only simple to calculate but also easily interpreted. The second is a method for selecting groups of components for JIT replenishment on the basis of the profit and ROI that these policies will yield. The later reproduces more complex exact methods for the deterministic demand case and gives a good approximation to exact results for the stochastic demand case. Both decision tools are easily implemented with spreadsheet skills possessed by typical inventory managers.
These decision tools allow inventory managers to use selective adoption of component JIT replenishment to increase production profits and returns on funds invested in inventory. This contrasts with the all-or-nothing recommendation implicit in much JIT rhetoric. The tools allow identification of components for which JIT replenishment is favourable even without extensive process change to reduce fixed order costs. It also allows components for which JIT replenishment would not be profitable without such order cost reduction to be identified. The tools also enable "what-if" analysis of the affects of changing demand, product rationalisation and product redesign on JIT policy and operational performance.
The approximations used to go from Equations 10 to 11 and Equation 15 to 16 are expected to hold to a high degree for typical component inventories of several hundred components, since they are of the order of the fraction of inventory investment in any typical component. The approximation of ignoring lost orders due to component stock-out in the stochastic case is expected to be good for typical assembly operations where many components are assembled into fewer high cost items, since protecting finish goods from stock-out using high component safety stocks is the optimal strategy in this scenario. This is also the scenario that favours JIT replenishment the most. Strictly, the results apply only to operations that assemble-to-order through a single level bill-of-material such as the case study company. Briefly, the results can be expected to hold for more complex component assembly operations in the deterministic case but such scenarios in the stochastic case introduce a complicated dependence between scheduling and batch sizing that limits generalisation. These issues are discussed more fully in the references already cited.
An interesting question for further research is how the distribution of the ranking coefficient over an entire component inventory affects the potential of an operation for yielding high returns on investment. This distribution is determined by finished goods design choices such as component commonality, features and options, and product range choices.
